Attunity Mule Soft SAS Operational Data Store (ODS) Layer
Transformed Data From Hadoop That is Captured as Tables

HADOOP DATA RESERVOIR (HORTONWORKS)

Insights Dashboards Delivered Through Secure Portal via Web

Insights Dashboards Delivered Through Secure Portal via iPad/Mobile

Ability to Explore Data with Stakeholders in Real Time to Answer Specific Questions

SAS VISUAL ANALYTICS & VISUAL STATISTICS
Solutions to Surface Insights To The Business

SAS LASR Server
Delivery System to Access Data for Analytic Development and Deployment

SAS Longitudinal Data Store (LDS) Layer
Subject-Based Data marts Created to Stage Data for Analytic Consumption

SAS Data Integration Studio
SAS Data Integration Studio

Training & Security Clearance

DAIR Facilitated Data Governance Boundary: Processes, Councils, and Procedures Leveraging SAS Data Flux & Data Integration Studio

SAS Data Integration Studio

Other Potential Analytic Tools (Civitas, EAB, etc.)*

* Assuming data has been ingested from source in to Hadoop by ITSS and validated by campus SMEs